Getting Started
T hank you for choosing Liliputi ® Composition:
Ring Sling. This instruction booklet will guide you through the
most important wearing techniques, it will provide you with
some important safety information and give you instructions on
how to take care of your carrier
to ensure a long and satisfactory lifespan.

Please read this instruction booklet carefully before using the carrier.
Learning to use Liliputi® Ring Sling

Simple Layer Slings:
100% organic cotton

Double Layer Slings:
Inner Layer: 100% organic cotton
Decor Layer: 100% cotton
Washing instructions:
Spin at low speed. In order to preserve the sling we recommend
local cleaning if possible. If the
carrier requires total cleaning, it is
machine washable at low temperature. Do not tumble dry!

is very easy however you will
need some practice to become
an expert. In the beginning you
may practice with a doll before
practising with your baby. Practising in front of a mirror or have
somebody to help you is also a
good way to learn.

Liliputi® Ring Sling is designed to Have Questions?
help you with carrying your baby
comfortably from birth up to 15 kg.

Call us: +43 (1) 364-9000
Email us: info@liliputi.com

Safety first!
Using any baby carrier, safety
should be top priority!
Whilst carrying, check the baby
regularly to ensure that:
1. The baby is safely positioned
based on instructions outlined in
this booklet
2. Your baby's nose and mouth are
visible and above the fabric of the
sling all the time.
3. Your baby is breathing normally!
Reposition the baby if her breathing is raspy, loud or abnormal.
This carrier is designed to carry one
baby by one adult.
Do not wear your carrier during
sport activities (like bicycling,
running, jumping, etc.) in water
and whilst driving!
Do not leave your baby in a carrier
that is not being worn.
Check for ripped seams, torn
fabric and damaged rings before
each use.

InCorreCT

CorreCT

The baby's face is not
visible and it is covered
by the fabric.

The baby’s face is visible
and above the fabric.

Face pressed tight against
wearer therefore airways
might be obstructed.

Nose and mouth free,
normal breathing.
Chin up

Chin down

If your baby has pre-existing medical
conditions (born premature, has low
tone, developmental delays or weighs
less than 3,5 kg) please consult a babywearing educator or a medical professional before using any kind of sling.
Using any sling in upright position following the safety guidelines is essential to
avoid suffocation or other accidents.
Neither the manufacturer nor distributor accepts any responsibility for injury
/ damage due to the use / misuse of
this product. Take care of your baby’s
safety and comfort. Your child's safety
is always your responsibility!

Preparing the Sling

Put your sling on your non-dominant shoulder, with the rings placed

close to the top of your shoulder. Pull the fabric across your back. Make
sure the fabric isn't twisted or bunched.

Get the bottom end of the fabric and slide it through both rings.
Lift the top ring and pull the fabric through the bottom ring.
Pull the fabric down and out to adjust the sling.

Hip

recommended for older babies (6 months +)

Place the baby on your shoulder opposite the rings. Slide your hand
through the sling to create an opening.

Slide the baby through the opening and position her seated on your
hip. Her legs should be outside the sling spreading around your hip.

Tighten the sling with adjusting the fabric by pulling it down and out.

Tummy to Tummy recommended for infants

Place the baby on your shoulder opposite the rings. Slide your hand
through the sling to create an opening.

Slide the baby into the opening. For a newborn, arrange the baby’s

legs in a “frog leg position” where the knees are raised. Legs and feet
should be inside the sling. For older babies, have the baby in an “M seated” position: The baby’s knees should be higher than her bottom. Legs
and feet should be outside the fabric.

Tighten the sling with adjusting the fabric by pulling it down and out.

Rainbow Collection
Complete your baby carrier with one of the following Liliputi® babywearing accessories, maching your favourite Sling!
Liliputi® Mama Coat: In cold weather it
seems complicated to wear your baby
comfortably without one of you freezing.
The solution for this, is the Babywearing
Mama Coat which is fashionable and
available in the same design as your favourite carrier.
Liliputi® Mama Bag: Our multifunctional 3
in 1 Mama Bags (babywearing & diaper
bag) are optimal accessories for babywearing, designed by renowned designer, for satisfying mothers needs. You will
find them in the same collection as our
carriers.
Liliputi® Baby Changing Pad: Baby changing on the move is not always easy. But
with this mobile changing pad, your task
will be real fun :) Everything that you need
while changing your little one will find a
place in its numerous pockets. Above all,
it perfectly fits the Mama Bag.

Other Carriers
You also find some other types of baby carriers in our supply:

Liliputi® Soft Baby Carrier: From an ergonomic point of view, this carrier is a good
choice. Due to its flexible waist strap and
thickly padded wide shoulder strap, it
provides optimal weight distribution allowing you to carry a heavier child, without
getting tired.
Liliputi® Mei-Tai: Mei Tai is the "updated
version" of an ancient baby carrier. Those,
who prefer traditional methods of babywearing, but would like to tie more simply
and look fashionably at the same time,
usually go for a Mei Tai..
Liliputi® Stretchy Wrap: For newborn babies the most comfortable carrier is undoubtedly the stretchy wrap. The wrap
holds the baby softly and safely, distributing her weight evenly, just like in the belly
of her mum…
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